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Abstract 
Intelligent leather cutting technology is the core and key technology in leather 
manufacturing enterprises, and the layout of leather parts is a difficult problem in 
intelligent leather cutting. Because most of the leather motherboard and parts daughter 
board are irregular graphics, it brings great difficulties to the layout of leather parts. This 
paper will provide a scheme based on computer vision to deal with the optimal layout 
scheme of different special-shaped parts. 
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1. Introduction 

According to the leather cutting method, it can be divided into leather punching machine and leather 
cutting machine [1]. (1) The leather punching machine requires workers to remove the edges in 
advance, and then use the punching pressure of the punching machine to make the punching tool 
directly act on the leather to complete the cutting. The contour of the leather products will be 
consistent with the punching tool, which is suitable for mass production and has low flexibility. (2) 
Leather cutting machine uses cutting tools to cut leather, but it can’t be processed in place in the 
process of small-size inner contour or large curvature change. 

Years of leather cutting technology and modern computer-aided manufacturing have produced leather 
cutting cam system. 

1) The system is mainly used for black leather. Workers must draw the leather curve in advance, and 
then get the leather sample vector curve through image processing. Finally, the data is transmitted to 
the cutting machine to complete leather cutting [2]. 

2) The texture comparison is also carried out by vision [3], so that the leather quality grade can be 
judged by this method. 

3) Using the template matching function of visual technology [4], the target recognition and feature 
detection of leather materials can be realized. 

4) Computer vision defect detection is carried out on the surface of leather raw materials in advance 
to reduce the cost. 

5) Defect detection and boundary recognition are carried out through machine vision, and the 
transformation from visual coordinate system to Cartesian coordinate system is completed to realize 
leather cutting [5]. 

6) Automatic typesetting and cutting are completed through the communication between cutting CAD, 
Haikang Halcon and cutting machine driving software [6]. 

Nowadays, the concept of zero waste, green economy and low-carbon life is reflected in all walks of 
life. In the process of fabric cutting and maximizing the use of materials, there are also many methods. 
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In the traditional process, it is necessary to draw the fabric contour manually. In the process of fabric 
cutting, it requires high experience of workers, "jigsaw puzzle" is one of them [7]; At present, 
maximizing the use of raw materials for automatic layout and typesetting and cutting more samples 
has always been a problem discussed by scholars at home and abroad. How to make full use of raw 
materials and reduce surplus materials will greatly improve enterprise profits and reduce waste. 
Cutting and blanking problems exist in various production fields. For example, the sequential 
grouping heuristic algorithm framework is used to solve the cutting and blanking scheme of circular 
parts, and the recursive algorithm strategy is used to realize the whole plate sampling process [8].  

1.1 Project Research Significance 

Leather is widely used in our life. The leather products industry produces at least 800000 tons of 
leather waste in the world every year, most of which are high-quality leather. Therefore, recycling 
waste leather and leftover materials is one of the methods to solve this problem. China began to 
implement the renewable energy law as early as 2006, but there are no corresponding supporting 
provisions for the recycling of old leather. Therefore, although the recycling of waste leather has great 
potential, in the actual recycling process, many cities have not established effective systems and 
operation modes in the recycling, treatment, processing and reuse of waste leather. With the rapid 
renewal of leather and the gradual increase of waste leather, how to deal with these waste leather has 
become a worry for many people. Most cities in China are troubled by the "destination" of waste 
leather. It is reported that about 26 million tons of old clothes are thrown into the trash can every year 
in China, and the reuse rate is less than 1%. The vast majority of old clothes have not been reprocessed 
or harmlessly treated. But in fact, these waste leather can be recycled, treated and processed into 
recycled leather for secondary utilization and turning waste into treasure [9]. At present, many foreign 
regions have taken the recycling of waste leather as an important industrial category of circular 
economy, with great potential.  

1.2 Research Status at Home and Abroad 

At present, the promotion of leather automatic cutting system abroad is more extensive, and the 
technology is relatively advanced in developing countries and underdeveloped regions. The 
continuous maturity of computer technology has extended to various fields, and its combination with 
CAD / CAM makes the function of leather cutting system more powerful [10]. At present, several 
large foreign companies, such as Lectra company in France, Gerber company in the United States, 
bullmer company in Germany and gaoniao Co., Ltd. in Japan [11], have been in a leading position in 
the research and development of automatic cutting technology. Compared with countries with high 
scientific and technological level such as the United States, Japan and France, many developing 
countries are far behind in processing level. They can only rely on simple human labor for complex 
layout, supplemented by certain mechanical equipment for cutting and cutting. The difficulties of the 
leather manufacturing industry which itself depends on output are highlighted: low plate utilization 
rate, strong manual labor and intensive labor demand. Expensive imported large-scale automatic 
cutting makes most small and medium-sized leather manufacturing enterprises prohibitive. Most 
small and medium-sized enterprises still rely on traditional manual methods for color matching, 
defect marking, classification, typesetting and cutting. Among them, the typesetting method of 
daughter board is the most critical step in leather production. Experienced masters still need to pay a 
lot of mental, physical and time to make reasonable planning on master leather, so as to save a lot of 
leather raw material costs for enterprises. 

2. Image Acquisition and Splicing 

Due to the large horizontal area of leather motherboard, it is difficult to collect the motherboard image 
completely at one time on the premise of obtaining the complete motherboard horizontal image. 
Therefore, image mosaic is realized based on orb algorithm and. A complete image is obtained by 
splicing the horizontal part of the motherboard to multiple images. 
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The horizontal image of the leather motherboard relative to the camera level is obtained through 
multiple shooting. It does not require the full plane of image shooting, but only the part needs to be 
photographed. However, we must ensure that each figure has most overlapping parts with the next 
figure, so that we can use the image stitching technology to obtain the complete relative horizontal 
image of the leather motherboard. 

We use ordinary camera to complete the leather motherboard and shoot it for many times. In this 
experiment, two images with partial overlap were taken under the condition of excluding the influence 
of the external environment as far as possible, so as to lay the foundation for the subsequent image 
mosaic. As shown in figures 1 and 2. 

 

                 
Figure 1. Left side of the leather motherboard     Figure 2. Right side of a leather motherboard 

2.1 Image Mosaic and Fusion 

In order to realize image stitching, the basic requirement is that there should be most overlapping 
parts between images, and it is best to ensure that the size of leather in the two images is the same, so 
as to realize the extraction, calibration, replication and connection of feature points between images. 

2.1.1 Feature Point Extraction Algorithm 

Orb (oriented fast and rotated brief, an algorithm for fast feature point extraction and description), 
the biggest feature of this algorithm is its fast computing speed, and it is a good substitute compared 
with sift and surf. It is the product of the combination of fast key point detector, brief descriptor and 
many modifications that help to improve performance. 

2.1.2 Feature Point Extraction 

Fast multi-scale characteristics are obtained by establishing image pyramid, and gray centroid method 
is introduced to realize the direction of feature points. Firstly, use Harris corner detector, which can 
identify the intersection of lines, so as to judge whether something is an obtuse angle, and then 
identify the points of interest. Then compare these points of interest to see whether there is high 
correlation between the blocks near the key points. If there is a high matching, it must mean that the 
two key points point to the same position point in the image, that is, the final feature point. The 
specific implementation steps are as follows: 

2.1.3 Extract Fast Feature Points 

Select pixel P in the image, assuming that its gray value is Ip, set a threshold T, for example, 20% of 
Ip, and select 16 pixels on a circle with a radius of 3 around P as comparison pixels. Assuming that 
N consecutive pixels on the selected circle are greater than Ip + T or Ip-T, then pixel p can be 
considered as a feature point (n usually takes 12). 

2.1.4 Building Pyramids 

Orb realizes scale invariance through image pyramid. Orb itself does not solve the scale invariance, 
but adds this part to the OpenCV implementation. The specific method is to set a scale factor scale 
(OpenCV defaults to 1.2) and the number of layers n of the pyramid (usually 8). Reduce the original 
image to n images according to the scale factor. The scaled image is: I '= I / scale ^ k (k = 1,2,..., n). 
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The sum of feature points extracted from n images with different proportions is used as the fast feature 
points of this image. 

2.1.5 Define Feature Point Direction 

The gray centroid method is used to solve this problem. A moment is calculated to calculate the 
centroid of the feature point within the radius of R. the coordinate of the feature point to the centroid 
forms a vector as the direction of the feature point. For example: 

For an image block (for example, in a 5x5 image block), the element of the corresponding 2x2 
moment is expressed as: 

 

 
 

The centroid of the image window is: 

 

 
 

Then the angle between feature point and centroid is defined as the direction of fast feature point: 

 

 
 

Then we have the direction of feature points, and then realize rotation invariance. Through the above 
steps, we find all the feature points and calculate the direction of the feature points. 

2.1.6 Feature Point Description 

Orb selects BREF as the feature description method and improves it to add rotation invariance and 
increase its distinguishability. It selects n pairs of pixel points PI and Qi (I = 1, 2..., n) in the 
neighborhood of a feature point. Then compare the gray value of each point pair. If I (PI) > I (QI), 1 
in the binary string is generated, otherwise 0. If all point pairs are compared, a binary string with 
length n is generated. Generally, n takes 128, 256 or 512, and OpenCV defaults to 256. In order to 
increase the noise resistance of the feature descriptor, the algorithm first needs to Gaussian smooth 
the image. In the orb algorithm, this place is improved. After smoothing with Gaussian function, other 
operations are used to make it more noise resistant. 

2.1.7 Optimization of Feature Point Matching 

After the descriptor is obtained, the matching algorithm can be called to match the feature points. The 
violence matching algorithm encapsulated in opencv is used. As shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. results of brute force matching experiment 
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Feature matching is for feature descriptors. As mentioned above, feature descriptors are usually a 
vector. The distance between two feature descriptors can reflect the degree of similarity, that is, 
whether the two feature points are the same. Different distance measures can be selected according 
to different descriptors. With the method of calculating the similarity of descriptors, how to find the 
most similar feature points in the set of feature points is the matching of feature points. The simplest 
and intuitive method is the one used above: brute from matcher, which calculates the distance between 
a feature point descriptor and all other feature point descriptors, then sorts the obtained distance, and 
takes the closest one as the matching point. This method is simple and crude, and the result is obvious. 
Through the above matching results, we can also see that there are a large number of false matches, 
which requires some mechanisms to filter out false matches. 

Random sampling consistency (RANSAC) is used to filter out the wrong matching. This method uses 
the matching points to calculate the homography matrix between two images, and then uses the re 
projection error to determine whether a matching is the correct matching. As shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. experimental results of matched splicing after filtering 

2.2 Merge Images 

A matrix is obtained by using the monomorphic transformation, which is translated according to the 
given matrix and superimposed on it. As shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. final image after image mosaic 

3. Contour Extraction and Actual Size Acquisition 

Because the leather is mostly irregular shape and not simple geometry, it is necessary to carry out 
polygon fitting on the leather to obtain the actual size. Specific process: graying, filtering and 
binarization the obtained leather raw material image; Extract the standard frame contour in the leather 
raw material image, and according to the four vertex coordinates of the standard frame contour, carry 
out the perspective transformation of the actual size of the internal image of the standard frame to 
obtain the transformed leather raw material image; Extract the peripheral contour of the transformed 
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leather raw material image; The actual size of leather raw material is obtained from the obtained 
contour, and the coordinate point set is generated.  

3.1 Image Preprocessing 

The preprocessing only includes graying and binarization of the obtained leather image. The basic 
unit of an image is a pixel, which often represents a color with 8 bits, and some primary colors with 
different brightness are distinguished by 0 ~ 255. Image graying processing is the prerequisite step of 
other image processing. The grayscale processing shall process the three RGB components 
respectively, and the three components shall be weighted and averaged with different weight values. 
The weight value is estimated according to the sensitivity of human eyes to the primary color. Among 
them, the most sensitive to green G and the least sensitive is blue B. a more reasonable gray image 
can be obtained through the weighted average of equation 1. 

 

Gray(i,j) = 0.299*R(i,j)*R(i, j)+0.578*G(i,j)+0.114*B(i,j)*B(i, j)           (1) 

 

After the image is grayed, the gray image is binarized. The binarization process removes the black-
and-white transition in the gray image, and uses only black-and-white to express the image, that is, 
the pixel values are only 0 and 1. The binary image can better represent the image contour and pave 
the way for the subsequent contour extraction. We realize the binarization of the image through the 
threshold operation of the gray image. Using the anti binary threshold method, set the initial threshold 
to 255, set the gray image pixel points greater than or equal to 255 to 0, and the pixel points less than 
255 to 255. As shown in the figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. experimental results of binarization treatment 

3.2 Contour Extraction 

Read in the binary image obtained above, obtain the vector containing continuous point sets, in which 
each point set represents a contour, detect all contours contained in the binary image, and establish a 
hierarchical tree for the obtained contour. The outer contour contains the inner contour, the inner 
contour continues to contain the embedded contour, save the inflection point information of the 
contour, and store the inflection point information points in a vector, but do not save the information 
of the line segment between each inflection point. Next, we need to mark the extracted contour. Read 
the extracted contour map and vector group, and draw all the extracted contours with black thick lines. 
As shown in the figure 7. 
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Figure 7. experimental results of contour extraction 

3.3 Perspective Transformation 

Firstly, the peripheral standard quadrilateral frame is polygon fitted to obtain the four vertex 
coordinates of the standard quadrilateral frame in the image, and then the perspective matrix is 
obtained according to the actual size of the standard quadrilateral frame obtained in advance. Then 
the actual size of irregular leather can be obtained according to the perspective matrix. The specific 
implementation steps are as follows: 

Input the peripheral quadrilateral standard frame curve and set the threshold to judge whether to 
discard the segment. The judgment basis is that if the inflection point spacing is greater than the set 
threshold, discard the segment, re judge the next inflection point spacing, draw a polyline if it is 
satisfied, until the approximate polygon of the closed image is drawn, and store the inflection point 
coordinates that meet the threshold conditions in a vector group. Next, we need to measure the actual 
length and width of the quadrilateral standard frame, so as to obtain the four vertex coordinates of the 
actual size of the standard frame. The perspective transformation matrix can be obtained according 
to equation 3.2. Where, X_ i,y_ I is the world coordinate point, i.e. the actual size; u_ i, v_ I is the 
coordinate point in the image, C_ Ij is the transformation matrix. 
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The perspective transformation of the original image is realized according to the transformation 
matrix. The output image adopts linear interpolation and is the inverse transformation from output to 
input image. Finally, copy the edge pixel filling, so that only the leather outline is left in the output 
image, as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8. experimental results after perspective transformation 
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3.4 Actual Size Acquisition 

Adjust the above transformed image, re gray and binarize it, and then approach the polygon again to 
draw the polygon approximation diagram of leather contour. It should be noted that due to the 
irregular leather and many radians, it is necessary to adjust the discrimination threshold appropriately. 
Then, as long as the inflection point matrix set is read, it contains the coordinate point group of the 
actual size. Leather contour extraction is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9. leather contour extraction 

4. Research on the Optimal Method of Special-shaped Leather Pattern 
Typesetting 

When obtaining special-shaped leather materials or recycled leather materials, as shown in Figure 3-
4 above, due to its irregular shape, we can use the pattern matching method to nest and slide when it 
is necessary to print more patterns inside. The specific operation process is as follows. 

4.1 Parameter Setting 

Set the maximum circumscribed circle radius of the pattern and convert it to the pixel radius of the 
photo. 

Set the slip distance of the template. 

Set pattern area error. 

Set image radius error. 

Sets the width of the pattern outline. 

4.2 Preset Slip Matching Template 

The pattern of the template is composed of the smallest circumscribed circle, and the generated effect 
is shown in the figure. According to the actual situation, the size of the circumscribed circle can be 
adjusted to meet the size of the pattern to be cut. The results are shown in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10. template image 
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4.3 Binarization of the Input Image 

Binarize the input image and highlight the region of interest, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11. binary of input image 

4.4 Image Bit Operation 

The bitwise operation of image is essentially the bitwise operation of pixel values. Opencv provides 
us with four kinds of bitwise operations, namely bitwise and, bitwise OR, bitwise non and bitwise 
XOR. This time, we will use bitwise and operation. The result is shown in Figure 12. When the 
template slides to this position, and operation is carried out to obtain the result of bit operation. 

 

 
Figure 12. bit operation results 

4.5 Circle detection 

After getting the bit calculation result, we need to get whether there is a complete circle in the pattern. 
The results in Figure 13 are obtained by the Hoff circle detection method, and the center point and 
radius of the circle are displayed. 
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Figure 13. Hoff circle test results 

5. Conclusion 

Materials are widely used in industries, and leather products can be seen everywhere, which is 
inseparable from daily life, such as leather shoes, leather clothes, belts and so on. Consumers' 
increasing demand for leather products requires the continuous progress of leather technology, which 
is also the inevitable trend of the development of automation in the leather industry. The primary 
basis of automation and intelligence in leather industry is to obtain the image information of leather, 
and then carry out the subsequent layout, cutting and other processes according to the image 
characteristics. However, due to the wide sources of leather materials and their different sizes and 
shapes, it is difficult to obtain the leather image. If importing foreign intelligent equipment, it will 
bring a serious increase in cost. Therefore, this paper designs and implements a large-area leather 
visual detection system, which can use a low-resolution camera to obtain high-resolution images, 
extract the leather contour more accurately, plan the subsequent cutting trajectory and calculate the 
area before and after leather cutting according to the extracted contour information. 

Through the research on the visual detection technology of large-area leather contour, this paper has 
basically completed the functions of contour extraction and detection, cutting trajectory planning, 
leather area calculation, pattern layout and so on, but there are still some places that can be improved 
and further studied, which can be further improved in the future research. Firstly, this paper uses a 
small angle non distortion camera, but in practical application, with the change of the camera field of 
view, the collected image may have distortion problems, and the image mosaic of the distorted image 
may not get the expected results. Therefore, the processing of the distorted image should be 
considered in the follow-up. Secondly, in this paper, the cutting trajectory planning of the rough edge 
is carried out by the length of 4 pixels away from the edge, and the pixel length is fixed. However, in 
the actual production, the cutting-edge trajectory may not be carried out according to the fixed 
distance. I hope the follow-up research can be improved. Finally, this paper focuses on the stitching 
of two images, and does not consider the stitching of multiple images. Moreover, the selection of 
stitched images is the selection of every other frame. If it is a small area of leather, there is no need 
for image stitching. Therefore, the algorithm of leather visual detection system can continue to 
improve and increase its applicability. 
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